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Purpose 
 
The use of predictive models (or more accurately, the use of the phrase “predictive models”) 
has increased significantly over the past decade.  Oftentimes, their black-box nature evokes 
important questions that deserve definitive answers.  The following discussion outlines 
guidelines to address such questions so as to help establish credibility, increase transparency, 
and drive a more actionable result. 
 
 
Standards of Process 
 
Definition of “Predictive Model” 
 
The clearest distinction between a “descriptive” model and a “predictive” model lies in proving 
the model’s demonstrated ability to repeat its results in a statistically-similar manner.  A large 
hold-out sample, discussed below, aids in this pursuit.  For categorical outcomes, “predictive” 
also indicates the model’s ability to predict an outcome better than merely attributing all 
observations as the category that represents the plurality in the sample.   
 
For example, suppose a pharmaceutical company will launch a new drug and wishes to 
understand which doctors might try prescribing the drug in the first six months.  Historical data 
from three similar launches indicate that about 10% of doctors wrote the drug in the first six 
months; the vast majority of doctors did not.  A model of those three launches would have 
predictive power if, and only if, it can discern the trial rate more accurately compared to simply 
stating that no doctor tried the new drug, a “prediction” with 90% accuracy.  A model with less 
than that 90% accuracy metric still can have great insight into drivers of trial rate and may even 
have use of predicting one specific outcome far better than the other.  However, of utmost 
importance in labeling a model “predictive” includes repeatability and overall beating-the-odds. 
 
 
Model and Holdout Samples 
 
One way to demonstrate a model’s robustness revolves around randomly separating the data 
into a “model” sample and a “holdout” sample.  The “model” sample, representing no less than 
about 70% of the total data, serves as the data on which to build a model.  The remainder of the 
data comprises the “holdout” sample against which to test the model.  Robustness statistics, 
outlined below, help guide as to whether the model requires adjustment such that the model 
performs exactly as expected on the holdout data as on the model data. 
 
 
  



Standards of Output 
 
Prediction Threshold 
  
For categorical data, the most straightforward algorithm of deciding which outcome a model 
predicts for an observation revolves around choosing the category with the largest prediction 
metric.  For instance, if a model assigns a prediction score of 36% to a “Trial” outcome for a 
particular observation and 64% to a “Non-Trial” outcome, then we assign a “Non-Trial” 
prediction.  This approach expands easily to three or more categorical outcomes.  Alternative 
cut-off points, such as using the prevalence rate (10% in the above example) or the percentage 
which produces the best fit, make implicit assumptions that those cut-off points hold in the 
broader population and over time.  Instead of introducing these assumptions, the categorical 
outcome predicted with the largest probability should thus serve as the prediction. 
 
 
Confusion Matrix 
  
A confusion matrix (aka contingency or classification table) of the model’s predicted categories 
against the sample’s actual categories serves as a way to show the model’s performance.  For 
each of the actual outcomes in the Model Sample (“Trial” and “Non-Trial”), we summarize how 
the model categorized/predicted those categories.  For example, we have the following. 
 
 

 
 
 
The total model sample includes 5507 doctors, 562 of which (10%) tried the drug in the first six 
months and 4945 of which (90%) did not.  The model predicted in total that 658 doctors (12%) 
would try the drug and 4849 doctors (88%) would not.  Among those who actually did try the 
drug (n=562), the model predicted 371 correctly (66%) and 191 incorrectly (false positives).  
Finally, among those who actually did not try the drug (n=4945), the model predicted 4658 
correctly (94%) and 287 incorrectly (false negatives).  A perfect model would attribute all 
categories correctly and therefore would predict no false positives or false negatives. 
 
 

Segment Trial Non-Trial Total Accuracy
Trial 371 191 562 66%

Non-Trial 287 4658 4945 94%
Total 658 4849 5507

"Hit Rate"  
56% 96% 91%

Bias:  41%
Efron's R²:  21%

Reduction in predictive error (adj-count R²):  15%

Model Classification:
* 70% of original dataset

Predictive Values for each Segment

Model* Performance:  Trial Rate
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Mildly Predictive



Adjusted-Count R2 
  
At first glance, the above model seems impressive.  The accuracy (also called a “hit-rate”) 
measures over 91% (all correct predictions / total sample size = [371+4658] / 5507).  However, 
simply attributing all doctors as “Non-Trial” would lead to an accuracy of 90% (“Non-Trial” in 
sample / total sample = 4945 / 5507).  How do we compare the two accuracies? 
 
The Adjusted-Count R2 statistic for categorical data serves as a single metric of whether we can 
label a model as “descriptive” or “predictive” and, if predictive, just how predictive.  This statistic 
centers on how much prediction error the model reduces after accounting for the largest 
category’s population in the sample.  The calculation proceeds as follows. 
 
  Adjusted-Count R2  =  (ncorrect predictions – nlargest actual category) 
           (ntotal – nlargest actual category) 
 
If the Adjusted-Count R2 > 0, then we can state that the model has predictive power.  For the 
above example, we have the following, with “Non-Trial” as the largest category. 
 
  Adjusted-Count R2  =  (371 + 4658 – 4945)  =  0.15 or 15% 
         (5507 – 4945) 
 
Since 15% > 0, we can characterize the model as “predictive” (of course providing that the 
model shows robustness on the holdout data).  We then interpret this 15% by stating that this 
model reduces the prediction error by 15% compared to just simply stating that all doctors would 
not try the drug.  In practice, this metric proves quite unforgiving, with Adjusted-Count R2s 
greater than 0.25 or 0.30 representing strong predictive models.  Many models sold as 
“predictive” actually have negative adjusted-count R2s, despite potentially numerous statistically 
significant independent variables.  In those cases, we should label such models as “descriptive” 
and use them for their strengths alone, but not as true overall “predictive” models. 
 
 
Sensitivities and Predictive Values 
  
A model, whether descriptive or predictive, sometimes predicts one category better than other 
categories and thus has a predictive bias.  An oft-used sensitivity metric measures to what 
extent the model precisely predicts each category.  Its calculation shows as follows. 
 

For category ‘i’:  Sensitivityi = Number of correct predictions for ‘i’  
              Number of actual ‘i’  
 
In our drug trial example above, the sensitivity of the model for the “Trial” outcome measures 
66% (371 / 562); for all true Trial doctors, the model predicted 66% of them correctly.  The 
sensitivity for the “Non-Trial” outcome (also called the specificity for the “no” category in binary 
models) measures over 94% (4658 / 4945).  
 
  



However, if we wish to use a predictive model on new, incoming data, we don’t have the luxury 
of the observations’ actual status.  Therefore, predictive values measure how well a model 
caught actual events among its predictions. 
 

For category ‘i’:  Predictive Valuei = Number of correct actual events for ‘i’  
                  Number of predicted ‘i’  
 
For the above example, the Predictive Value for the Trial category measures 56% (371 / 658) 
and 96% for the Non-Trial category (4658 / 4849).  Should the model predict a “Non-Trial” 
among new data, these metrics indicate that only 4% of those predicted Non-Trials represent 
actual Trial doctors.  However, the performance on Trial docs appears lukewarm.  These 
predictive values assist in how one should best use predictive models.  Even among lukewarm 
predictive models (adjusted-count R2 < 10%) or descriptive models (adjusted-count R2s < 0), 
sometimes the models identify one category quite well and therefore could still serve as useful. 
 
 
Testing the Model on Holdout Sample 
  
The holdout sample serves as “new data” upon which to test the model.  We should replicate 
the above diagnostics for the model’s use on the holdout sample and then perform a few 
statistical tests on the two confusion matrices. 
 
 

  
 
 
We can perform chi-square statistic test on the distribution of predictions among the two 
confusion matrices (i.e. comparing the 371, 191, 287, and 4658 for the model data with the 118, 
62, 86, and 1446 for the holdout data).  We can also test whether the 18% adjusted-count R2 for 
the holdout sample shows statistically significant difference than the 15% for the model data.  
For this example (calculations not shown, but metrics shown below), both tests show statistical 
insignificance indicating similarly-distributed confusion matrices. 
 
For continuous data (and for the predicted probabilities that underlie categorical predictions), 
statistical tests on the distributions, means, medians, and variances of the two datasets should 
show statistical insignificance, therefore indicating that the model performs “similarly” on the 
holdout data as on the model data.  The table below outlines some of these statistical tests. 

Segment Trial Non-Trial Total Accuracy
Trial 118 62 180 66%

Non-Trial 86 1446 1532 94%
Total 204 1508 1712

"Hit Rate"  
58% 96% 91%

Bias:  39%
Efron's R²:  21%

Reduction in predictive error (adj-count R²):  18%

* 30% of original dataset

Predictive Values for each Segment
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Holdout* Performance:  Trial Rate



 
 

 
 
 
Any failure of statistical tests of robustness requires re-working the model on newly-formed 
model and holdout data.  Oftentimes this implies fewer variables in the model survive because 
some may have picked up spurious correlations or noise.  This often represents a time-
consuming, and somewhat sobering, exercise but in the end ensures a far higher trust in the 
repeatability of the final predictive model. 
 
 
Understanding the Factors 
  
Predictive models, especially those driven by data mining, can include dozens, sometimes 
hundreds, of independent variables.  Any model results should reveal both the statistical 
significance of each variable as well as its absolute impact on the predicted category.  A graph 
of variables ranked by significance can easily communicate which ones contribute most to the 
prediction.  Statistical significance metrics may include Wald chi-square or p-value statistics.  
Absolute significance metrics may include parameter estimates.  Rarely do models heavily rely 
on a large number of predictors and so we should highlight the few that drive results.  
Communication of the model’s drivers help to make the model “accessible” to the audience. 
 

 

Evaluation of Statistical Robustness*

Robustness of Predicted Probabilities, by category
Χ² test of distribution Kruskal-Wallis test of median

Trial p = 0.32 p = 0.41
Non-Trial p = 0.54 p = 0.05
Overall p = 0.32 p = 0.41

Robustness for Confusion Matrix
Χ² of 2x2 distribution p = 0.96
Fisher's Exact test for adj-count R² p = 0.41

* Higher p-values imply higher statistical robustness
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